Abstract-This document presents the construction of a stochastic equation for the process of manufacturing products on a production line. We base our research on the synchronized production line. The minimum size of the inter-operational storage is determined, at which the continuous production is possible. The stochastic equation of the production process is written in canonical form. The definition of the diffusion coefficient for the time of processing of subjects of labour.
I. INTRODUCTION
When modelling the movement of an subject of labour along the technological route of a production line, three characteristic values of the technological process are singled out [1] [2] [3] -the production cycle of processing the subject of labour.
The movement of the subject of labor along the technological route is represented as the movement of the subject of labor according to the states of the waiting queue in each interoperational storage (the principle of service: "first come first processed"). The total time of processing the subject of labour from the moment of entering the queue for the first technological operation and until the processing is completed on the (m-1) -th technological operation is 
The solution of equation (3) makes it possible to construct a stochastic model of an industrial production line and to study the characteristics of the production process for enterprises with a flow type of production organization. The ability to extend the class of PDE models [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] used to describe production systems has determined the relevance of this paper.
II. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SIMULATING THE PROCESSING OF
PARTY OF DETAILS CONVEYOR LINE MODEL Consider the change in the processing time of the subject of labour
for an infinitesimal time interval
Taking (4), (5) into account, we write equation (1) A process that obeys equation (6) is Wiener. With the notation:
equation (6) can be represented in the canonical form 
In the case under consideration (6), due to the singularity of the model for describing the synchronized production process the functions ) a( t , and ) b( t , are constant quantities. In this case, equation (8) describes the usual additive Wiener walk. Equation (8) allows one to simulate the dynamics of a change in time with a recurrence scheme (1), represented in the canonical form
The modeling algorithm is as follows: the initial value ) ( 0 0 t and a small time interval is generated with zero mathematical expectation and a variance equal to one. The distribution function of a random variable is given and determined by the technical characteristics of the equipment used. The distribution function can be determined through the passport parameters of the process equipment or as a result of the normalization of the technological operations of the production line.
The discrete Ito scheme (10) 
It is easy to show that
The class of production processes whose properties are determined by the relations (12)-(15) refer to the diffusion ones.
III. AVERAGE RATE OF PROCESSING OF SUBJECTS OF LABOR ON A TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATION
We determine the average productivity of processing a batch of labor items for technological operation by a given probability 
IV. CALCULATION OF THE MINIMUM SIZE OF INTER-OPERATIONAL STOCKS
We define the minimum number of inter-operational stocks m N , which allows ensuring the uninterrupted operation of technological equipment. We will assume that the subjects of labour come to the inter-operational stock of m-technological operation at a rate
We assume that objects of labor are processed at a rate of In this paper, a stochastic description of the process of manufacturing a batch of articles of size is considered. The movement of the object of labour along the technological route is represented by the movement of the subject of labour according to the states of the waiting queue in each interoperational storage with the principle of service: "first comefirst processed"). The characteristic times of the duration of production processes are considered and the conditions for the applicability of the diffusion approximation are determined. Equations are obtained that allow one to estimate the deviation of the rate of processing of a part of a batch of objects of labour for the characteristic time interval t under consideration.
The results presented in the paper allow us to draw the following conclusions:
-there are manufacturing processes with characteristic intervals of time, during which the deviation of the rate of processing of products can deviate significantly from the normative value determined by the passport data of the process equipment;
-to ensure the continuous operation of the synchronized production line, inter-operational backlogs are required. The required volume of inter-operational stocks and the required capacity is the value, which is determined by technological parameters of the production line;
-to ensure the uninterrupted operation of the synchronized production line, it is required to start each m-th technological equipment with a specified delay determined by the size of the inter-operational backlogs.
